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Abstract
Neonatal brachial plexus palsy is a devastating complication occurring during complicated birthing scenarios including shoulder dystocia.
To understand the effects of maneuvers that reduce forces required for delivery following shoulder dystocia, tools that simulate the birthing
scenarios are needed. Incorporation of brachial plexus responses is further required to help understand the mechanism of neonatal brachial
plexus palsy and devise strategies that can help prevent them. Given the inability to measure forces and tissue strains during actual birthing
process, computer and physical models serve as optimal tools with its known limitations. This mini-review highlights and summaries available
computational and physical models that can help understand brachial plexus injury mechanisms in neonates following complicated delivery
including shoulder dystocia.
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Introduction

Shoulder dystocia is failure of the delivery of infant’s body and
shoulder behind the maternal pubic bone after the delivery of the
head. In these complicated birthing scenarios, both endogenous
(maternal) and exogenous (clinician-applied) forces can induce
damaging forces on the fetal brachial plexus leading to neonatal
brachial plexus palsy [1,2]. While animal models are useful in
understand the injury outcomes within the brachial plexus and
other related tissues, they rarely simulate the birthing scenarios
involving the maternal pelvis, clinicians and the involved
forces. Computational or physical models can help overcome
this limitation and offer insight into the forces involved during
neonatal brachial plexus palsy.

Computational Models

Using a computer simulation model (Madymo, version 5.4,
TNO Automotive, Delft, The Netherlands), effects of maternally
derived (endogenously-applied loads) and clinician-applied
loads (exogenously-applied loads) on fetus brachial plexus have
been studied. Using this model, Gonik et al., 2003 reported the
forces associated with shoulder dystocia [1]. The study reported
exogenous loading forces of 50-100 N resulting in anterior
shoulder contact forces of 107 to 127 N. Reported delivery forces
were at 100 N of applied load. Furthermore, maternally derived
endogenous forces 100-400 N led to much higher contact forces
(147-272 N) with delivery occurring at 400 N of maternal force.
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The study also reported McRoberts’ positioning to result in
reduced contact forces when compared to lithotomy positioning.
Additionally, downward lateral flexion of the fetal head reported
30% exogenous load for delivery with little difference in contact
force. In another study using the similar model, Gonik et al., 2003
reported that effects of fetal head positioning, sources of applied
forces and pelvic orientation on brachial plexus stretch [3].

The study reported a 15.7% strain (endogenously-applied
loads) and 14% strain (exogenously-applied loads) on the
neonatal brachial plexus during lithotomy position. McRoberts
positioning reduced the stretch on the brachial plexus for both
the endogenously (15.2%) and exogenously (10.7%) applied
loads. The study also reported a 30% increase in BP stretch
during downward lateral displacement (BP strain of 18%) of the
fetal head when compared to the axial positioning of the head
(BP strain of 14%). Another study by Grimm et al., 2010 used
this model and reported the delivery forces and brachial plexus
stretch following shoulder dystocia during the application of
suprapubic forces, rotation of infant’s shoulders and delivery of
the posterior arm. They reported a reduction in delivery forces
and brachial plexus stretch during all maneuvers when compared
to lithotomy alone [4].

Physical Models

Gonik et al. 1989 reported shoulder extraction forces using
a laboratory model of shoulder dystocia [5]. The model included
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a maternal pelvic, a fetal model, a tactile sensing glove, and a
microcomputer data acquisition system that could measure fetal
shoulder extraction forces. Using a variety of fetal biclavicular
diameters (10-13 cm) and maternal pelvic angle positions
(McRoberts, 10 degrees; lithotomy, 25 degrees) the study reported
that McRoberts positioning reduced shoulder extraction forces,
brachial plexus stretching, and the incidence of clavicular fracture.
In another study, Allen et al., [6] utilized the birthing model to
measure clinician-applied extraction forces, moment, and rates
for routine, difficult, and shoulder dystocia deliveries. The study
reported clinicians averaged 84 N combined force and 473 N-cm
neck-bending moment for routine deliveries, 122 N and 697 N-cm
for difficult deliveries, and 163 N and 700 N-cm for shoulder
dystocia deliveries [6]. In another study Gurewitsch et al. [7] used
this laboratory birthing simulator to report the delivery traction
force, fetal neck rotation, and brachial plexus elongation after
McRoberts’, anterior Rubin’s, and posterior Rubin’s maneuvers.
The study reported Rubin’s maneuvers to require less traction
force than McRoberts’. Furthermore, the brachial plexus stretch
was significantly lower after anterior Rubin’s maneuver compared
with McRoberts’ or posterior Rubin’s maneuvers [7].

In a more recent study Kim et al. [8] reported a birthing
simulator that could help perform research on the delivery process
and serve as a clinical training tool [8]. The simulator offers
investigators an understanding of complicated birthing scenarios
while training them in better assessment and management of these
scenarios. The model consists of a maternal model that includes
a bony rotatable pelvis, flexible legs, and a uterine expulsive
system. The instrumented fetal model consists of potentiometers
to measure the neck movements including the extension, rotation,
and flexion. The fetal neck model also simulates brachial plexus
stretches. Additional force sensing system allows measuring
clinician-applied forces during simulated delivery. Preliminary
data obtained using this model indicates its biofidelity and offers
an ability to provide trainees a correlation between applied forces
and BP stretches. No other studies are available using this model.

Discussion and Conclusion

Neonatal brachial plexus palsy is a devastating complication
occurring in 0.5 to 3 cases per 1000 live births [9-11]. One of
the reported risk factors for such injuries include shoulder
dystocia and studies have reported an increase in the incidence
of shoulder dystocia [12]. To understand the effects of maneuvers
that reduce forces required for delivery following shoulder
dystocia, tools that simulate the birthing scenarios are needed.
Incorporation of brachial plexus responses is further required
to help understand the mechanism of neonatal brachial plexus
palsy and devise strategies that can help prevent them. Given
the inability to measure forces and tissue strains during actual
birthing process, computer and physical models serve as
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optimal tools with its known limitations. Overlapping findings
of McRoberts’ positioning resulting in reduced contact forces
when compared to lithotomy positioning enhance the validity of
these models in research settings. However, these models do offer
some limitations including its match to only one maternal pelvis
and an infant. Furthermore, no tissue properties including infant
muscle tone and soft tissue resistance of the mother incorporated
in these models that affect the delivery process. A more glaring
gap is the lack of biomechanical properties of an infant brachial
plexus. Better model that overcome these limitations can help
better serve as tools that offer an understanding of causation
and thereby prevention of neonatal brachial plexus palsy during
complicated birthing scenarios.
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